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WHY STUDY HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE? 



A,B,C,D...all of the above? 

A. Because we like dead,old things 
B. Precedents 
C. Architecture vs. Building 
D. Common Language in the Profession 



For every building we should ask.... 

  WHAT 
  HOW 
  WHY 



THE BEGINNING OF
 ARCHITECTURE 



  Early Dwellings 
  Caves 
  Terra Amata huts, France: 400,000 years ago. 
  The Cave at Lescaux, France: 10,000 to 20,000 years ago. 

  The Urban Revolution 
  Catal Huyuk, Central Anatolia (Turkey): ca. 7400 B.C.E  
  Jericho, West Bank, Jordan |Palestine: ca 7000 B.C.E 

  New Stone Age Architecture 
  Neolithic ca. 10,000-5000 B.C.E :Farming in Greece (ca. 7000 BCE),

 Iberia and Britain (ca. 5000 B.C.E) and Scandinavia (ca.4000 BCE) 
  Late Neolithic ca.5000-2500 B.C.E 
  Early Bronze Age ca. 3000-2000 B.C.E 
  Most impressive Neolithic Architecture not built for practial uses;

 hauntings and need to control Nature. 
  Monumental Megalithic construction (Mega+Lithos) 



Terra Amata huts, France:  
400,000 years ago 



Lascaux Caves, France               10,000 to 20,000 years ago 
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Lascaux Caves, France 
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Rock Art in caves at Altamira, Spain,  
  discovered 1880, dated 16,000 to 8,000 BCE 
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Catal Huyuk – present day Turkey 
reconstruction of housing center 
approximately 6000 B.C. 



  Unfortified
  Dense package of

 dwellings without streets
  Access through roofs, high

 openings in walls for
 ventilation

  Mud-brick walls and post
 and lintel framework.

  Houses established
 perimeter town wall

  Windowless shrines
  Precursor of more

 sophisticated communities
 along Tigris and Euphrates
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Jericho walls, West Bank 
c. 7000 B.C. 

Jericho -‘Ariha’ in Arabic ‘ UrIkHò’  in Hebrew 
Described in the Torah as the ‘City of Palm Tree’ 



Jericho 

  Fortified settlement ca
    8000 BCE
  Stonewall up to 27ft.thick

 enclosing area of about 10
 acres

  Dwelligs: circular mud huts
 (conical roof)

  Inhabitants farmers and
 hunters who buried their
 dead below the huts.



  Jericho is perhaps one of the most interesting archaeological
 sites in Palestine. Most people's familiarity with Jericho
 comes from the book of Joshua in the Old Testament.
 According to the Bible, the Israelites fleeing from Egypt
 destroyed the ancient city under mysterious circumstances.  

  At the time, Jericho was supposedly surrounded by a
 formidable stone wall and should have been able to
 withstand attack. If the Old Testament story is accurate
 however, the walls came tumbling down. The ancient city of
 Jericho is located about 2km from the modern city of
 Jericho.  

  Evidence suggests that the city has been inhabited on and
 off through the Mesolithic, Neolithic, and Bronze-Iron ages;
 partly due to the areas good water supply, fertile land , and
 favorable climate. Perhaps the most important aspect of the
 site is its strategic location, which provided access to the
 heartland of Canaan. This would have made Jericho a
 prime target for the marauding Israelites on their way
 through Palestine. 



Jericho in 7500 B.C.E                                           Section of wall and tower 



  Jericho was one of the first sites to be excavated in the Holy
 Land, second only to Jerusalem. The preliminary work was
 carried out in 1868 by Charles Warren, a British engineer.
 The first scientific excavations however, didn't come until
 1907. Under two German archaeologists, Carl Watzinger
 and Ernest Sellin, a series of excavations were conducted
 from 1907-1909 and again in 1911. Hoping to validate the
 story of Jericho's destruction in the Old Testament, they
 collected a substantial amount of information that led them
 to believe the story of Joshua and the Israelites. Under
 closer examination of the data however , they concluded
 that Jericho had been unoccupied at the time the conquest
 would have occurred. 

  Excavations 1930,1952,1990 
  Whether of not Joshua actually destroyed it will probably

 remain a mystery. All we know for sure is that the new work
 contributed by Wood (the latest archeologist to conduct
 excavations) neither confirms nor denies the possibility. 

  Welton Kings Archaeology page http://oowf.oo.utexas.edu/-welli/archaelogy/bible/jerico.html 



Tomb structures between 3000 and 
1300 BCE in England. 
Late Stone Age/Early Bronze Age 
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Menhirs, France 
Neolithic 
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Menhir 
Plymouth, England, Neolithic 
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Kilmogue Dolmen, Ireland 
Neolithic 
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Dolmen, Golan Heights 
Neolithic 



AVEBURY, ENGLAND C. 3000 B.C.E 

Ditch NW Sector Coves 



STONEHENGE, SALISBURY PLAIN, ENGLAND C.3000 -1800 B.C.E 



Eddie Izzard - On Stonehenge  



Stonehenge Facts: 

Wrecked by Romans 
Chipped by tourists 
Threatened with demolition in 
1914 
Sold at an Auction for £6,600 
Recognized as irrepleaceable 
relic of England’ s past in 1918 

Stonehenge  underwent several 
revisions. Structure we see today 
is a combination of the  last two 
phases dating from between 
2500 to 1800 B.C.E. 
(more or less contemporary to 
the endd of age of pyramids in 
Egypt and Ur in Mesopotamia) 

STONEHENGE, AN ADVANCED BRONZE AGE STRUCTURE 



First version of Stonehenge, 3000 B.C.E 
- Circular henge, 100 m diameter. 
- Archeologists speculate the  existence of a  timber bldg. 30 m. 
across,in  the middle.  
- Heel Stone. 
- Two alignments built-in: one astronomical at the northeast 
entrance toward the northernmost rising of the moon, the other the 
cardinal point to thesouth at the other side. 

Around 2500 B.C.E Structure transformed by Beaker People 
- Monument changed from lunar to solar 
- Eastern European origin 
- Mining and trade of gold,copper 
- Founded a city NE of Stonehenge (Durrington Walls) 
- Cosmology: smelting of ore+ Sun 
- Rotated axis 3 deg. Eastward 
- Imposed rectangular shape 33X80 m. 
- Four large stones 
pointing Summer and 
Winter solstices. 
- Only latitude in Europe 
where this is possible 



-Ring of 60 (or 82) large ‘bluestones’ to the interior. Bluestones (gray-blue dolerite),not of Wiltshire 
sandstone, but from 140 (or 190) miles away, over water and land, from Prescelly Mountains in 
South Wales. (coffin-sized, 2 ton each). Constructed cursus, 1km from Stonehenge (3km long,
100m wide, beveled edge). Purpose unknown. Pathway to the soul? 

Another impressive 
transformation in 2300 B.C.E 
- Unknown chieftain culture, - 
Removed ‘bluestones’. 
added ‘Sarsen’ Ring of trilithons. 
Sarsen =local boulders.35 lintels, 
40 stones. Avg. 26 tons. 
Site 30 (or 15) km away.  
Ring 33 m across,  
30 enormous stones.  
- Carpentry in Stone 
- Mortise (knob) and Tenons(hole) 







Circle 

Eastside of Circle 

Site Circle Exterior 

View 

Heelstone 



View from road 

Several stones with lintels 

Ruins from Southwest 

Circle 



Detail of trabeation, Stonehenge. Salisbury Plain, England. C.2750-1500 B.C.E 
Mega+ Lithos= Megalithic 



Diagram of Original Placement of 
Stones 







Recent Discovery (2010): 
The so called ‘Boy with the Amber Necklace’ has been found in a grave near Stonehenge. 
Photography by Wessex Archaelogy 
From: National Geographic Italia 

At Stonehenge, a tourist from 3.500 years ago 

The bejeweled adolescent from the Bronze Age found near the celebrated site is thought 
to be a wealthy tourist from the Mediterrenean: analysis conducted on the teeth reveal 
so. 


